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The purpose of this st'idy was not simply to const
h
a unit but to provide an approach to teaching the Frenc
ials
language by combining language and culture in mater
appropriate for advanced high school students studying
French.
For the purposes of this study seven affective
ble basic
values were chosen as representing the most suita
tualite;
listings: (1) l'individualisme; (2) l'intellec
(6) is
(3) le realisme; (4) la famine; (5) la religion;
justice: and (7) la Patrie.

i-or the author of this project,

skill, the
armed with the seven values and the grammatical
es.
next step was the actual composition of the historiett
nuances of
It became cuickly arparent that each value hsd
ce as a
the otner six. L'individualisme began to surfa
preclominste theme and 7‘roduced two historiettes.

Le

riettes
Realisme et La Famille also yielded two histo
because of its relevancy to teen—agers.

Finally, two other

te et La
pieces were composed, entitled: L'Intel)ectuali
Religion and La Justice et La Patrie.
Question

Nere comr,,osed based upon each piese.

to analyze
The questionnaire would re':uire the student
of a Fronchperson.
and to evaluate the readings in terms

In order to ensure comprehension of the readings, a ,lexique
was composed; grammatical areas were rerrese:ted in thp
exercises de grimmaire.
Last of all, a posttest was constructed using the
same questionnaire arpro,ich.

This instrument would be

summative, that is, not necesserily testing the whole
range of the readings, but the student's general analysis
of the historiettes in toto.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Project
In recent years there has been a decline in the study
of French in the American public secondary school.

Prelimi-

nary firures released by the Yeo,lern Language Association
Indicate that, between 1970 and 1974, French study experienced a 21.6% reduction in enrollment.1

Reactions to this

enrollment crisis usually involve attempts to broaden the
appeal of the prorram by redefining the objectives of
courses end addinr new materiels in response to these new
objectives.

The purpose of this study was not simply to

construct a unit but to provide an approach to teaching
the French langlielge by combining language and culture in
materials appropriate for advanced high school students
studyinF French.
Problem and Need for the Project
To combat the current decline in the study of French,
particularly at advanced levels, many educators agree that
such languages should be made more relevent to American
students.

This last statement indicts the French teacher

1"Preliminary Tally of Foreign Lenguage Enrollments
In Grades 7-12," Foreign, Lenguege Anne's 9, no. 3 (Mny
1976): 259.
1

2

who

i9

unable to communicate effective and appropriate goals

for such a course.

Statinp the goals for such an advanced

course and formulating educational objectives with the
contemnorar7 teen-aver in mind should be the main nreoccupation of the French teacher.

The recent AATF Teacher

Education Report states:
We need teachers who will help their students focus
on aspects of life which bring us close to another
culture rather than always focusing or the things which
make the French different from ourselves. . . . Students
in our schools should be learning in their second
language clesses not just about other cultures and how
to study them, not just to speak another language, or
to read or write it, but a good deal about themselves
and their reactions to lanpuages and people.2
Historically, French instructors have perpetuated
the traditional civilization coarees that compare American
and French cultures without derivirg a justifiable reason why
the French think like Frenchmen.

Condon says in her disser-

tation that the main obstacles to teaching French culture
are

(1) general confusion in the field; (2) unavailable

information: and (3) indifference concerning cultural matter.
A coherent description of the French value system cannot be
taught to secondary students without the proper documents
and atmosphere.

Wittich in her dissertation found that the

nine introductory French textbooks used in her study were
(1) poor in social situations; (2) narrow in focus; (3) poor
••=1•••irmarearv

2
Helen Jorstad, "Teacher Education Commission Report,"
AATF National Bulletin 2, no. 3 (January 1977): 6-7.
3Eliane Clarisse Condon, "A Structural Interpretation
of Frenah Culture: Its Aspects in First-Year French High
School Texts," (Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia University,
1969).

3

in retionele and context: end (4) superficial in their
treatment of similarities a-d differences between the two
4
cultures.
Fowler5 and Lewis6 cite the general chaos in
irter-cultural studies Fed the ethnocentric attitude in
American authors of literary anthologies.

Bostick even

insists upon the inclusion of Afro-French literature ad
culture in the standard French program to enhance crosecultural understanding.7
The Kentucky Department of Education and Kentucky
teachers of French conducted textbook adoptions during the
1975-76 school year.

The following intermediate-advanced

texts were evaluated by French teachers in the Christian
County Schools:
1, John G. Boucher and Robert L. Paris, Contrestes
(Atlanta: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1972).
2. Yvonee Lenard, TreSors du temps (Evanston,
Illinois: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1976).
•••
,%••••••••••mymmee

4Jean
Arendes v;ittich, "The Analysis of Cultural
and Linguistic Material in Current French Textbooks "(Ph.D.
dissertation, John Hopkins University, 1970).
5Mary Elizabeth Fowler, "Literature for International
Understanding: A Study of the Presentation of Foreign Peoples
and Cultures in Secondary School Literature Anthologies "
(Ph.D. diseertation, New York University, 1954).
6
Charles Stephen Lewis, "The Treatment of Foreign
Peoples and Cultures in American High Schools " (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Wichigan, 1956).
7Herman
Franklin Bostick, "The Introduction of AfroFrench Literature ad Culture in the American Secondary
School Curriculum "(Ph.D. liseertetion, Ohio State University,
1971).

4

Marie-Antoinette iiotier and Esther L. Kininmonth,
A-LM French, Level Four (Atlanta: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Inc., 1P72).
4. Robert olitzer et al., La France Une TapisFerie
(St. Louis: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965).
5. Marilyn Ray, Marie-Antoinette Liotier and l'ierre
J. Capretz, A-LM French, Level Three (Atlanta:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1971).
Each of These intermediate-advanced textbooks represents
various and personal concerns of the professional writers
and their attempts to complement and to articulate their
8
elementary texts.
Contrastes is an advanced text which contains
cultural readings from three Francophonic regions and offers
literary pieces largely from the twentieth century.

There

are several earlier pieces not tcu far divorced in form
and in content from contemporary thought, lending a real
air of sophistication to this textbook.

Tr4sor du temps

is a moderately attractive textbook that admirably covers
intermediate French grammar and provides some very relevant
facts about French literature and customs.

The twelve

lefons are chronological in relation to the literary
Pieces: and through the literature, the learner receives
some invaluable capsules of French history.

The sub-

sections of each legon entitled "Bavardez avec lea
Franvis are especially relevant to the teen-ager; for
8
Kentucky Department of Education, Division of
Instructional Media, The State Multi.le List of Textbooks
and Diatrict Adoption, Tor Run Tate 1 October 1975, DID.
38-40.

5

eech secticn gives a glissse of authentic French opinions
about their studies, weekends, dating and social graces.
However, this textbook does not provide any logical reasons
why the French like or dislike certain things.
is largely reportorial and exnository.

This text

It does sot trans—

late the peoblemetic aspects of French cultere.

A—LM French,

Level Four contains nine units and assumes thet the learner
at this level has developed an adequate knowledge of French
grammar.

Grammer sections of each unit are for review and

often deal with the psychological workings behind the
point discussed.
ore expository.

On the other han, the reading meteriels
They discuse the French Revelution, the

peasant, men and his destiny, man and nature, student life,
humor, Albert Camus, and Peris in t-e year 2000.

The

motivations behind the emmergence of the Frenchman who
lives, breathes, and thinks differently from the typical
Amsrican never adeauately enter into any of the units of
this textbook.

The leerner is net iespired to ask why and

how the French mind operates in e cherer'teristicel'y French
way.

La France Une Tapisserie is the third book in the

McGraw—Hill series and it is divided into tableaux.

These

sixteen tableaux hove both reading passages bneed upon a
central topic as well as grammeticsl explanations and
exercises.

There are short stories, slays, excerpts from

novels, newspaper articles and several outstending eeces
of poetry.

Discussion tonics ere provided in order to

6

maintain and to enlarge the student's oral skills.

This

text is comprehensive in relation to the four lenguege skills:
The

however, the reedine material states facts not values.

literary pieces have a certain neutrality, an indistinctiveThis

ness that make these pieces just as American as French.
text tells the reader whet the French do but not why.

A-LM

French, Level Three is the third book in this popular
series of audio-lineuel texts end auxiliary materials.

This

text provides an ample discuesion of the subjunctive mood
and several of the compound tenses; hence, theintert of

•

this text is an enlargement of the learner's ability to
read literary French and to analyze the grammatical and
lexical content of the readings.

These readings are

sometimes serious and often humorous, but not often relevant.
All, of the reeding Passages could well hove happened in any
region of the United States.

The learner never really

acquires a feeling for French value systems, only a good
vocabulery and some grammatical superiority.
All in all, each of the aforementioned texts is
adequate in regards to its rrameatical items, lexical
choices, relevancy, attractiveness, usability and adaptability.

However, these textbooks are not superior.

Describing the life style of the adolescent and/or
adult Frenchperson is only half P description, for every
human action has a eotivetiono

The stronsrly motivated

student Nho is faced with the task of acnuiring a new

7
and complex skill, such as French, may benefit greetly from
a more relevent program, a program in which he studies the
motivations within another culture.

American society is

becoming increesingly polerized and chauvinistic.

Sensitive

and perceptive textbook writers have not been as responsive
toward the advanced student

AS

they have been towerd the

elementary and intermediate student.

If secondary students

are to obtain a more liberal education, a greater and deeper
familiarity with French culture is a necessity.

Only then can

the student become more aware of the felse assumptions about
all foreigners here and abroad.
Perhaps the most important need for this study lies
in the fact that few materials exist that adequately treat
Nostrand,10
French velues. Iedu,9
and Wylie and Be'gvell
have established the existence of such affective values,
but they offer few written materiels especially designed
for the advanced student in a secondary school.
Another need for this study can be expressed in
terms of its significance to the teaching of French in
general.

Teaching the dynamics of French culture is
-Omm1111111.•••••

9Tora luve Ladu, Teaching for Cross-Cultural
Understanding (Raleigh, N.C.: State Departmin of Public
instruction, 1968).
10/
Aoward Nostrand, ed., Background Date for the
Teaching of French (Seattle: Unversity of Washington,

n67).
11
- Lawrence Wylie and Armend Begue, Ies FrenEeis
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1970).

8

usually designed to introduce the novice to qrt, geography,
the educational system, politics; that is, the vast panorama of cognitive facts stout Prance.

The socio-psychologi-

cal system of the French, the affective system of values, is
not ordinarily considered.

Obviously, artistic, political

and intellectual achievements are only extensions of nast,
nresert and future vtlues.

Affective and cognitive systems

cannot be separated: no belief or behavior cnn he comprehended thoroughly and realistically outside of the specific
netional achievements that produced them.

Mary teachers,

of necessity, seek direction in separating cognitive
and affective systems in cultural studies.

This study

is geared toward the practicable and toTard the high school
French teacher.
In addition, this study could prove instrumental
In helping sociel studies teachers explain. the French psyche
more clearly.

Lado sr-!ye:

Every time that the textbook or the teacher mentions
a word or descries or refers tc something that the
American student does not understand culturally or
misunderstands because its cultural content differs from
his native patterns, there is an immediate need to seal
with the cultural differences involved,12
French culture is uninue and must be explined by social
studies teachers in terms of that culture.
The general study of the humpnities, that is, art,
music and literature may also benefit from this project.
12
Robert Lado, Lanpuage TeachirlE: A Scientific
Approach (9t. Louis: MCGraw-Hi12.7nooko., 1964), p. 149.

9

Unconsciously we tend to judge a French ar/ist by standards
which have proven relevsnt to American artists.
often unfair to the r!rtist ar

This is

is merely a snap judgment.

In order to enjoy and to understane French artistic achievements, the French point of view in terms of his beliefs
and attitudes must be provided.
Assumptions ard Limitations
At this ocint one basic delimitation must be
clarified.

It is not within the scope of this project

to seek to identify al' French vslues.

This can only be

accomplished by a project of encyclopedic score and by a
myriad of researchers.

T!-is 7roject, however, is designed

to illustrste some basic universRlities in unit form that
make the Frenchman a distinct human being yesterday ml
today.

Through the unit, the student will be able to

understand some of the cosplexities of the Frencl- view of
:he world.
Definitions of Terss
Fially, there are terms in this project that might
be inters,reted in more than one way and have particular
meanings in this study:
1. Advsnced French students are those students
who have been successful in the pre-reading and basic
reading rhases of French study, and who have an adeouste
knowledge of basic French grammar, phonology and orthosrsphic rules.
2. Affective value systems involve the hits
and attitudes that make the French chsrscteristically
French.

10

to
3. L'individualisme describes the French desire
values
that
be an authentic person, an independent spirit
uniqueness ana originality rather than fadism.
4. L'intellectualit describes the philosorhical
know
inouiry that is common amonF the French: the desire to
the motivations behind human action.
5. Le r4a11sme can be defined as the French tendency to face facts and to be prectical, always keeping
possibilities categorically in perspective.
6. La famille is the chief agency entrusted to
civilization both demogrephicelly and
perpetuate FY(7777intellectually.
7. La religion refers specifically to Catholicism
and the inspiring tradition that this institution perpetuates.
P. La justice describes the single system of laws
applied throughout France in the form of the Code Civil
and La Constitution. La justice also concerns the
the
centrelization of eost adminietretive functions and
this
within
duels
indivi
delegation of broad powers to a few
system.
nation
9. La Petrie refers to Frence as a great
the
of
and her prestige in the world as a storehouse
art,
treasures of western civilization in the form of
music and literature.I3
Conclusions
In summation, several needs for this study exist.
the extent
The reduction in French enrollment ie arming to
that the future of this discipline is endangered.

The treat-

oks
ment of French culture in traditional American textbo
beliefs
does not depict culture in terms of the attitudes and
that produced this culture.

There is a definite lack of

value
a Freet body of professional literature on French
1Aeehe French values defined represent composite
Cultural
meenings rleaned from: Ladu, Teaching for Crossa a fr the 7reachfnE
Underetanding: Nostrand, Backgroun
of French; ad Wylie an Inegue, Les PranTg7s.

11

systems.

7N.2.efore, this priect can be used to bridre thP

gap in many textbooks by offerinE a techer—writter unt,
based upon French value systems, entitled "The Thinkingin France."

an

In this way, knowledr_e cf French culture would

be more releiv-nt to an

apprecited by the advanced student

of French in the secondary school.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW 0? THE LITERATURE

The problem of teaching Frerch cult,Ire has recently
been of interest to researchers and to teachers.

Numerous

studies have been conducted to determine the significance
of French culture, the 7oals and aims of teaching French
culture, and the specific meterials needed to teach French
culture.

This dimension is a factor In the motivation of

advanced students because nearly all of them are intensely
interested in learning about French values, whereas only a
few are directly interested in French literature and
language.

However, literature and language are only mirrors

of French culture; cultural features produce literature and
language.

This review of the literature surveys four bodies

of references: (1) gereral references to culture; (2)
references indiceting e need to include culture in teeching
French; (3) references used in identifying the French value
systems: and (4) references to other attempts in using
value systems in the teaching of French.
General References to Culture
Culture, as a word, has two dimensions that are
Interrelated but yet ouite distinct.

12

Material culture

13

rerresents those ever-present tangibles of daily life:
clevision, automobiles, foods, etc.

Non-material culture

refers to norms, institutions and values, those intangibles
that guide and regulate our lives: schools, love, marriage,
democracy, etc.

To be more explicit, culture means the

1
totality of human activity.
Each society has a system of values through which
human activities are directed, something which is important
to a people.

Values are especieJly important in that they

provide a focus for petterns of human orgenization.

Values

auprly the directives for the life style of a people.

If

values do not exist, culture will be a meaningless miscellany of human activities located within the confines of a
2
Nations would not exist as they do
geographical boundary.
today, and ethnic groups bound together by cultural similaritiee would not have developed on our planet.

The

academic fields of sociology and anthropology would have
developed differently, if

t all.

References Indicatinr a Need to Study French Culture
In the search for relevancy in teaching French, a
'Tore Luve Iadu, Teaching for Cross-Cultural
Underetanding (Raleigh, N.C.: StateW="nblic
7E7-ruct1on, 1968), pp. 2-4.
2
- Alfred Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn, Cultre (New
York: vintage Books, 1952). p. 309.

14

limited body of literature dealing with culture has emerged.
We have a national need to communicate with our Francophonic
neighbors and to develop a mutual understanding.

There is

yet a marked indifference to French culture; information is
confusing.
Traditionally, American textbooks have not trea-ced
French culture realistically.

Further, interest in this topic

derives from personal experiences with inferior materials
mainly due to a disparity in theory; language and culture
are interrelated entities.

American and French cultures are

usually contrasted, focusing upon the illogic of French
speech habits and cultural traits.

4

accentuate the exotic, the unusual.

Illustrations often
In addition, a

relatively small portion of these materials contains themes
relevant to adolescent reading interests or to characters
with whom they identify.'

Conversely, the French image of

American culture is tempered by misunderstandings.

An

ideological development has arisen in recent times: the
Young Barbaric Nation.

America is seen as a colonial

3Eliane Clarisse Condon, "A Structural Interpretation of French Culture: Its Aspects in First-Year French
High School Texts" (Ed.D. dissertation, Columbie University,
1972).
4Jean Arendes Wittich, "The Analysis of Cultural
and Linguistic Material in Current French Textbooks" (Ph.D.
disiertation, John Hopkins University, 1970).
5Mary Elizabeth Po'iler, "Literature for International Understanding: A Study of the Presentation of
Foreign Peoples and Cultures in Secondary School Literature Anthologies" (Ph.D. dissertation, New York
University, 1954).

15

culture, a culture which cannot look back eo the distant
pest and, in a sense, cannot take an eaually long perspective
of the future.

Americans are oriented toward the present

because there is no storehouse of historical models.

This

is the French explanation of American materialism, mercantilism and liberalism.

As a result, the image of America

is refracted and distorted even by the French.6
Another aspect of French culture that causes
confusion is the typieel French attitude towards outsiders
in general.

French society, like our own, distinguishes

between the close circle of family and close acquaintances,
and outsiders.
restricted.

?or most Frenchmen, this inner circle is

The Prenchman does not distrust tnn outsider;

he simply does not know the individual well enough to develop a friendship.
and caution.7

Americans are confronted with reserve

In meeting Americans, the French will niece

this foreigner above or below himself in refinement.

Con-

versely, the horizontal structure of American society
assumes, with few exceptions, equality.
are unconscious French habits.

Clase distinctions

Americans and Frenchmen do

not understand each other.
6
Durand Echeverria, The Freeeh Image of American
Culture, 1752-1803" (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton
University, 1950).
7
'Howard Nostrand, ed., BackEround Data for the
Teaching of French (Seattle: DnivereffFof wsshington,
1967), D.

115.
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This gener1 confusion between Anglophones and
Francophones even extends into kinesics and paralanguage.
Clapping hands, smiles, gesticulating, whistling, nodding
and intonation are often more meaningful to the French than
For example, whistling is a sign of

to the American.

arrroval to Americans, but has the opposite effect upon
the French.

The vowel sound /ai/ expresses pain in France,

while we say /au/.

Fody movements end facial expressions

can often be translated Incorrect la causing even worse
8
renercussions.

Americans must become cognizant of the

forces operating

in French culture and paralanguage.

French culture has also developed an attitude toward
minorities within and outside its geographic boundaries
that translates into assimilation and acculturation.

To7-4 -

the mass of Prancophonic minorities is almost indiacernible
from other Frenchmen in political and social life

The

atrocities of racial discrimination are hardly noticeable.
Americans do not understanri the French cultural melting not.
Afro-French literature is produced not only for blacks,
but also for the entire Francophonic world.

This literature

is recognized and evaluated in terms of the institutions
that inspired it.

Intercultural understanding and

cooperation hnve also nroduced several politically stable
nations in Africa, natably Se'ne'gal and La CAe d'Ivoire.

8Eric H. Radler, Linlauistics and Teaching Forelgq
Languages (Cincinnati: Van Kost7-7171771E371-73EF7EY,
p.o. 1-7.

970)
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The substantive concept of "Negritude" developed in ,'aris
and was then transplanted to Africa.

The influence of

"Negritude" upon Afro-American literature is inconstestnble.9
Last of all, a recent doctoral dissertation sought
to accentuate the need for teaching French culture.

This

study investigated the motivational effectiveness of
teaching French culture in English as an enrichment col rse
for French students.
groups.

The students were divided into two

The experimental group received a culture

orientated course and the second group, the control, received
a basic conversational course.

The findings that scores

on a student attitude and motivation inventory were
higher for the experimental group suggests that an introduction to the socio-anthropological aspects of the French
nation is more meaningful than the traditional conversetiom 1
10
grammar course.
References Used in Identifying the French Value System
French values are a system of interrelated beliefs,
attitudes, and practices that determine French culture and
its view of the world.

Four capital books serve as

9Hermnn Franklin Bostick, "The Introduction of
Afro-French Literature and Culture in the Americnn
Secondary School Curriculum" (Ph.D. dissertntion, Ohio
State University, 1971).
1

Norman R. Cote, "An Experimental Study to
Determine the Effectiveness of Cultural Exploration on
the Outcomes of Moiern Foreign Language Instruction at
the Community Collene" (Ed.D. dissertetion, Boston
University, 1972).

18

points of reference for this stady:
1. Tora Luve Ladu, Teachinrr for Cross-(;ultural
Understanding (Raleigh, NX'.: State Department ot
Public Instruction, 1968).
2. Howard Nostrand, ed., Background Data for the
Teachin7 of French (Seattle: irriiveraity o. sshinrton, 1967).

3. Clifford Parker, el., Lectures Culturelles
francaises (New York: Harper and Row, 1966).
4. Lawrence Wylie and Armand 71enuf;, Les Prangais
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1970).
Ladu is primarily reaoonsible for providing The
She

major characteristics of the French value system.

offers a structural inventory of the socio-cultural system
which she divides into values: l'individualisme, l'in• •
tellectualite, l'art de vivre, le bon sans, l'amitie,
l'amour, la famille, la religion, la justice and la Patrie.
Her interest is entirely affective with a minimum of
purely cognitive aspects of French civilization.

She

gives a thoro-lah analysis of the social structure and
answers "why" and "how" the Frenchman orders his world.
Last of all, she proposea a brief method of inteeratina,
the value system into a total instructional prsgram from
basic to advanced French.
Nostrand provi,dFs a detailed study of twentiethcentury French culture.

This study primarily surveys

research data available to in-service and pre-service
teachers who are unfamiliar with cultural studies.

He

explores and answers some of the ouestions students
tend to ask about the Frenchman.

His Exemples Litteraires

19

are contemporary and readable, and deal with many problems
ad attitudes on the adolescent's intellectual level.

He

even contrasts American and French cultures.
Parker in his anthology stl-tes ttr_4t, anthropologists
and sociolo7ists have caused a change from intellectual and
literary approaches to culture to social activities: dating,
urbn living, etc.

His sampling of French

literr:,ture reaches acros!-, eight centuries of literature
and is an enlightenment course for beginners.

In addition,

he describes French art and treats the Gaullist attitude
of French self-determination.
/
Wylie and Begue treat the cultural dimension in
the same manner as Ladu, but the topics are more adequately discussed.

The language of theirstudy is well

documented by experience in France and is without generalizations.

Many of the fine points are discussed in detail,

thilt is, from the traditional method of edl=cating children
to the French view of space and tme.

Wylie and Beanie

establish the fact that substantive research on French
beliefs is of recent innovation.
References to Attempts in Using French Values in Teaching
7rench
Numerous textbooks and artcles in professional
journls are now attempting to tench French culture usin.,an affective system.

Panorama de in. France Moderne contains

many extracts from literature, Periodicals, anthropological
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and sociologicel eti?ies drling with contemporary France,
and this text describes French attitudes and values.

In

Search of France aseesses the present state of the social
sciences in France end even delves into futuristic e by
pointing out France's potentialities in ecoeomics, sociology
12
and 3olitics.
Recent issues of the French Review identify severel
concerns of Freech culture and the aprroprieteness of
teaching affective culture.

Constance Knor begins by de—

fining the two espects of culture as the "big C" or the
numerous French achievements erd the "little c" or French
attitudes.

Through her research, she deduces three

approaches to the "little c": culture capsules, clusters
and assimilators.

Culture capsules are defined as one

treatment of differences between the foreign culture and
the native culture, and eonseluently, she details the
strengths led weaknesses of

hts approech.

She explains

the weaknesses of passivity, the use of too much Enel.ish,
and the lack of depth.

Culture clusters describe different

aspects of a central theme or unit, each focusing on a
particular French activity, such as the use of the
telephone or eating habits.

Many of the weaknesses of the

11
Camille Bauer, Panorama de la Frence Moderne (New
York: Holt, Rinehert and %inston, 1968).
12,
- Stanley Hoffman et al., In Search of France
(Cambrid.e.e: Harvard University Press, f71)7
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culture capsules are minimized in this ac-,ivity because one
area is studied actively an'
! in depth.

The third technioue,

the culture assimilator, focuses upon interpersonal attitudes,
customs and contrastive studies of the two cultures.

This

third approach appears to be more suitable for secondary
students simply because of its inherent accent upon student
participation.

Students actually share in the decision-

making, 'ad they can oftentimes direct a aalcr aorion of
the course.

"Sudents de,iuce the inappropritene9s of

ethnocentrism by prorressing from apprehenaion of, to
acceptance of cultural differences)
Viswanathan's article on the "Mel t)" crisis is an
attempt to provide onporaunitiea for an individual student
or a group of students to benefit maximary throuirh an exposure to a contemporary French crisis.

This artcle is

Particularly irterestinp in that en excellent bibliography
Is provided.14

This Fame volume also contains a remarkable

bibliography of contemporary French torics.15
13Constance
K. Knop, "On Using Culture Capsules
and Culture Assimll torn," French Review 50, no. 1
(October 1976): 54-64.
14Jaccueline Viswanathan, "'Mai
68': A New Thematic
Anproach to the Teachina of Culture at an Advanced Level,"
Preach eview 50, no. 1 (October 1.976): 65-70.
15George V. fl,antoni, ed., "La France cortemporaine:
Ribliopraphie," French Review 50, no. 1 (Octobea 1976):
'?0-10?.
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Volume 2 of The French Review contains articles
thet show the continuing interest in French culture.

Woodle

actually uses the adjective "affective" to describe a mode
that delves into the student's own etAJudes about reading
passages in order to increase spontaneity in speech and in
ideas.

He postulates that role-playing or theatrics

16
can co-exist with gremmar units.

Berwald offers an

article on teaching with television, an expensive but useful
mode that accents trenslation through dubbing or listening
17
to authentic French telecasts when possible.

Michalczyk

treats yet a -other audio-visual methodology through the
use of film.

He suggests a combination of required readings

18
co-ordinated thematically with the film.

Gavett also

offers a bibliography of 16mm films in French or on French
19
topics.
16Gary Woodle, "Liberating the French Class," French
Review 50, no. 2 (December 1976): 214-221.
17Jean-Pierre Eerwald, "Teaching French Language
Skills with Commercial Television," French Review 50,
no. 2 (December 1976): 222-226.
18
John J. Michalczyk, "The Teaching of French
Civilization through Film on the University Level,"
French Review 50, no. 2 (December 1976): 227-215.
19-mary V. Gavett, "Biblicpn.phy of 16mm FrenchLanguege Film Catalogues," French Review 50, no. 2
(December 1976): 107-116.
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Last of all, Lessenco's article is an eye—opener
about erovincinl, but contemporary French customs.

This

artiele tries to Five the reader some valuable information
nhout smnll town life: the sstute re=,der can actually grasp
20
whft it would be like to be a small town Frenchman.
The two previously mentioned volumes of the French
ReAew are invaluable because they give

a

detailed analysis

of some of the newest trends in tenchinr French culture
rind attest to the fact that there is a new emphasis on
the teachinp of French culture.

Each of these volumes of ere

crentive activities that can be integrated and modified
for secondary teaching.
Foreign Lanruare Annals, a prime source of new
pedagogical approaches, contains various articles on teaching
foreign cultures.

Skibell, Wekerle and Carter's article

on skits and dramatizations provides an interesting outlet
for the advanced French class, and contrived learning
situations add variety to cultural concepts anr3 to the
21
study of French literRure.

Carlile's article is

graphic illustration of what can be done with a
cultural topic.

Her drawings are delightful as is

her quiz on the French cafe an

its society.

The

4111•0•1•1*•10.

20
Susan D. Lessenco, "An American in Cahors:
Finding the Tradition," French Review 50, no. 2 (December
1976): 236-242.
7alph Carter,
Ldeindy 3kibell, E'etty ekerle
"Dramatizing Fables and. Skits," Foreirin Language Annals
9, no. 3 (May 1976): 240-241.
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vocabulary items, maps and phreseology Are taiperb.

A tare

script accompenies the vignette.''
This review of the literature has covered four
bodies of studies and materials: (1) general references
about culture; (2) references indicating a need to include
culture in teaching French: (3) references that are used
in identifying French value systems; and (4) references
to other atte.
of French.

in using value systems in the teaching

t

This review serves to list the recent exponents

of the teaching of French culture with an accent upon
relevancy to advanced French students in the American
high school.

It seems auite evident that cultural studies

are a major educational problem because much concern has
been expreseed about them.

Researchers realize now that

the cultural content of a French course should be as
carefully planned and as systematically eresented

a the

language content.

w••••••••••mm•MINM
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Jean Carlile, "Vous Destrez: A 3e1f—Instructions 1
111—
1976):
...LanrameArs 9, no. 3 (May
Unit," Esjilm..

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED
It is necessary to develop some broad categories in
Culture

order to analyze the components of French culture.

is thet certein sky, that certein field, that intense
kaleidoscope of qualities thet has to be eentelly converted
into broad, and yet, basic assumptione and leter proven
to be more than mere syllogism.

In order to classify

these assumptions, the writer has chosen the literery
mode an

certain assumptions.

French literature

RS

well

as French culture appears to exhibit the following
images or themes: l'individualisme, l'intel]ectualite, le
bons sens, l'art de vivre, le reelisme,

l'amour,

la famille, la religion, la juetice and la Fatrie.

The

main justification for these categories, even more
specifically, is thst Ledu, Nostrard, and Wylie and Begue
focus on these same categories as being representatives of
the French socio-cultural system.

An illustration of their

'
affinity is the followine chart of topics:
1Tora Luve Left, Teaching Cross-Cultural Understanding (Raleigh, N.C.: State Department of TuIlic
rnstruction, 1968); Howard I. Nootrend, ed., Background
Data for Teachine French (Seattle: University of
.71-0'); ETT"Tawrence Wylie and Armand Bigu,
Wnehington, 1
Les Franiais (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1970).
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Affective iraits Diecuesed

Affective Traits Discussed
e

Ladu and Nostrand

e

Wylie and Pepue

l'individualisme
1'inte1ectual1te
l'art
, de vivre
le realisme

la discipline, l'enfance
la liteeeratare
lee modes d'evaeion
lee points de vie ser Is
milieu, le tens,
l'hietoire

le bon sans
l'amiti‘
La famine
la religion
la justice

la nature humaine
la famil1e d'aulourd'hui
is religion
le droit, la loi, la
justice

la liberte
la Petrie

le comportement politique

For the purposes of this study these three works
have been chosen as presenting perhaps the most suitable
selection of categories.

By process of elimination, the

overlapping categories yield the following broad but basic
listing: (1) l'individualisme: (2) l'intellectualite': (3)
le r‘alisme: (4) is famille: (5) la religion; (6) la
lustice; and (7) la Patrie.
Having arrived at a suitable Listine of affective
values, these v. lues must be Identified in a literary
form.

A prorrem based upon teacher-written passages adds

a nersonal touch.

Contrived materials can be as varied as

need be; however, the teacher must write a body of meterials
that ie oriented erinarily in one direction or with one
goal in rotrid, that is, to present pessages that display
the symbols or values of the Frenchperson.
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In order to write the unit completely in French,
the following references works were used:
1. Jean-Claude Chevalier et al., Grammeire Larousse
du Frsenfais contemporain (Paris: Librairie -Ecrousse,

1964).
2. Reine Gardaillec Kelly, Expressions idiomatiaues
en fran ais vivaet (Chicago: Harcourt Trace
ISvsnov ch, 1974).
3. Larousse de Poche (New York: washington Sauare
Press, 1960).
Grammaire Larousse rerovided the grammaticel exnertise
needed to write clesr, coherent French sentences.

During

the course of the actual writing of the unit, Gramsaire
Larousse and Expressions idiomatiaues wers used to check
tSe fluency and accuracy of the sentences as well as to
rroviie an approach to modern vocabulary asi stylistics.
Armed with the seven affective values and the
grammstical skill, the author of this project began to
compose the unit.

It became cuickly apparent, however,

th-t esch affective value had nuances of the other six.
Literary pieces focusing upon two major values began to
slowly emerge.

L'individualisme began to surface as a

nredominate theme as the author of this project scanned
his first and second drafts, and to show thet emphasis,
two pieces were comeosed bearing that title.

Because

the French family is beginning to feel the strains of
urbnization and feminism, Le Realisme et La Famille vas
treated twice because of its relevancy to teen-agers.
The author of this project also m,ide sure that the
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characters of eech story were not too fer reeoved both in ape
and in intellect from Americen teen-epere.
The nuthor of this project, et this point, offers te
reader a brief synopsis of the historiettes.

The first story

on l'individueLisme concerns a strong-mirded but sensitive
young men.

At eighteen his enxicres perents await his

mprriape. but the young man has other piens for his future.
In an effort to present the idea to Robert, his perents
engage in a little metchmaking, but without success.

Robert

falls in love, instead, with an indiscriminate coquette.
This French Lucretia Borgia transforms this inverterate
idealist into a realist.
The second story on l'individualisme treats the wife
who seeks an. identity apart fros her husbend.

The wife's

persistent, but loaical, arguments that a woman can become a
productive member of society finally soften her husband.
L'intellectualite et La Religion deals with a your

meri.

appropriately named Chretien who has doubts about his plans
to become e priest.

He wonders about love, sex and marriage--

adventures he will never experierc_.
this world of sin
denicted it.

is PS

e asks himself if

detesteble as his mentors have

This historiette closes with Chretien facine

his scenticism.
Le Realisme et La Pamelle is a descrirtioe of the
French aristocracy, a class that forces its scions into
the patrician professions and dotes upon their ancestry.
Henri, an adolescent in this social class, tries to decide
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upon a profession.
novelist.

His mothes erefers that he become a

He prefers, on the other hand, a modern Profes-

sion--businese administretion.

He awaits the lay that he

will take his place among the business elite.

The second

historiette entitled Le R6alisme et La Famille is a contrast to the first story.

In this story, the adolescent

lives in a small rural town.

Tradition dictates that

he become a farmer, but he will not succumb to tradition.
The lest historiette, La Justice et La Patrie,
concerns the Fre- ch judicial system which commands that all
crimes are personal affronts to the Stete.

Kevin, the

young reporter, witnesses a death sentence and wonders if
this inhumane sentence is justifiable.
Last of all, questions were composed tased upon
Erich euestion is designed to promote sponta-

each piece.

neous reactions and candid thinkinr.

The euestions reouire

the student to analyze and to evaluate the readings in
terms of a PrenchDerson.

The questions also measure the

student's writine, ability, and the amount of writing
gradually increases with each section of the ouestionnaire.
In order to ensure comprehension of the readings, a lexique
was composed.

The grammatical sections including the

tulicetions represent three years of testing and explaining
various grammatical areas to intermediate and advanced
students of Fresch.
Measuremen
difficult.

of the results of this unit is extremely

Quantitative measurement of student achievement
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had to follow the same nuestionnaire approach as was used
at the end of each reading.

The instrument also has to be

aummative, that is, not -:ecessarily testing the whole ranre
of the readtnrs, but the student's general analysis of the
readings in their totalities.

Hopefully, such a auestion-

naire would measure cognitive achievement at its hipter
levels as well as the higher levels of the affective
domain.

This is the basis for the summtive evaluation

with which this project ends.

2See: Benjamin S. Bloom anr1 David Kr3thwol,
Taxononv of Educational Obiectives, Handbook 1: Cognitive
Nmairi New lirork: bevia -Mctay -G., fre, FiFT 2 an
Krathwoi, Benjamin S. Bloom and Bertram B. Mesta,
Taxonclr.Rof Educational Ob e.tives, Handbook 11: Affective
, ew York: Davld
ayo.i4T7aT2.

rwm-R.
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APPENDIX
THE THINKING MAN IN FRANCE
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I.

TITLE: THE THINKING MAN IN FRANCE
PURPOSE: French culture controls French behavior
and language. In order to understand why the
Frenchman reacts differently from the non-French
person when cnfronted by the same stimuli, one
must delve into his thoughts. A kncwledge of
the French psyche is indispensable if one wants
to understand French customs and literature.

III.

14

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
A.

The advanced French student, after having
completed all the materials, will be able to
explain the meanings of l'individualisme,
l'intellectualiti, le 1-ealisme, la famille,
la religion, :la Justice an-a la Patrie as
these terms apply to the French.

B.

The advanced French student will be able to
explain and apply advanced French grammar
more accurately ard consistently after
completing the Exercises de Grammaire.

C.

The advanced French student will begin to be
able to interpret the stylistic ingenuity of
a literary passage after having answered all
of the items from the Questionnaire.

D.

The advnced French student will begin to be
able to interpret the sociological and economic
conditions of the stories or historiettes after
having answered all of the items from the

E.

The advr-:nced French student will beP7in to be
able to contrast American and French cultures
realistically without recourse to ethnocentrism
after having answered all of the items of the
Questionnaire.
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T.'Individualisme
R bert avait cette discretion, cette fierte% une
dire qu'il s'est
stricte reserve d'un adlescent. Est—ce
/
/
detourne du monde? 11 est, au contraire, plus attentif
.
.
/
aue jamais a l'aventure humaine malgre ou'il ne soit au'a
l'Age ingrat.
Avec lui, s'acheve une 4oaue des guerres ‘coeur—
rantes.

Derriere lui, lee aerriern soubreseuts d'une

histoire grandiose sous Charles 9e Gaule, Robert est done
sensibilia cur le plan de visionnaire: p‘rilleux attelage,
cc vacillement entre le re,Ilisme et 1'id4Iisme.
Dix—huit ann‘es Padolescence et d'enfahce
orageuses dans le quertier noir d'une obscure ville.
Cette figure Arange et typioue, cet adolescent g‘nial,
ce pourchasseur d'eternite, cet individu est convaincu
par l'histoire frncaise et par son intuition africaine,
lee convictions ftniternelles de sa nature seront
sa vo1ont4%

Chez lui, absence totale de volonte.

. de d‘gradation
Passivitel incurable envers a_111(...stlap
dont son gtre est fortement affecter.

La ville n'importe

Ii a le fureur de
/
moernes et immed iates
exigences d
rester authentinue et Ties
pas, lee fonctiornaires non plus.

ne le transformeront jamais.
See parents ont decide, en effet, de le marier.
En mai de cette rime ann‘q on lui fait rencontrer Julie
de Fleury.

3elon lee parents, cc grand amour dolt terminer
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son adolescence.

Robert, pres entant les projets des parents,

ne faisait pr,s preuve d'un serieux attachement.
perdre tout contrSle de lui-meme.

Ii nretendit

La jeune flute, encore

tendre et timo-fee, ne s'exalta pas a la Pensee le‘nouser
/
un ours ml leche: se sont terminees les fiansailles. Les
parents eurent conscience d'une telle disgr,lce.

L'indiffe=

rence, cet individualisme extraordinaire de Robert, serait
minimise n'importe quoi.

Le drme cssentiel des parents

resulte d'un besoin des adolescents d'aimer: la fureur d'amour.
Mais, en juillet de cette mame annee, le jeune
demon, indulgent et independat, faisait la cour a Louise
Richard, une coquette extrordinaire, et tout d'un coup,
une conve-sion.

L'incurable vell4itaire se reveillait

recire de l'adolescence.
.
du caractere p

Flanoue de ses

parents, s'appuyant au bras de Louise, il parla de sa
pieuse escorted

On aurait cru aue Louise ft Jeanne d'Arc

plutt aue Lucrece Borgia.
transfixait paradoxalement.

En tout cas, cette femme le
Ii devenait plus aympathique,

moms independant; encore retint-il son individualisme. Y
edt-il deux plus etranrement frternels et dissemblables?
Lexique
1
Malgre ou'il ne soft ou'a1ge ingrat--au depit ou'il soit
adolescent
/

A

Ecoeurat--adj., de goutant
Sobresauts--n.m., saut brusque; tressaillement
Perilleux attelage--attachement d:Ingereux
Vacillement--n.m., irresolution
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Pourchasseur--n.m., celui out poursuivre luelou'un ou
ouelque chose
Processus--n.m., oroFres, merche
Exigences--n.f., carecteees de celui lui est une necessite
Pressentent--sentant vaguement de ce aui dolt arriver
Ne pas fire erruve de--ne pas experimenter
Timoree--adj., hesitante, reservee, scrupuleuse
,
Fxalter--v.tr., celebrer, glorifier
. /
Un ours mal lecne--un home mal eleve
L'incurable velleitaire--la personne inguerissable eui a
des intentions fugitives
Precaire--mal assure, instable
Questionnaire

I.

Repondez aux questions suivantee en franiais:

1. Decrivez le caractere adolescent de Robert. Est-il
typioue des adolescents de tous le s coins du moede
occidental? Pourquoi?
2.0 Pre/ci,sez l'effet de l'histoire frensaise sur la
mentalite visionnaire de Robert.
Peureuoi le realire et l'idealisme,d'un edolescent
frauais peuvent-ils etre un vrei probleme?

3.

4. Quel est la cause de cette indifference et le manque
de volonte chez lutc La sociologie joue-t-elte un r81e?
5. Pournuoi les parents insistent-lie'a ce ou'il se
marie immediatement?
, veut-il ipas se !eerier?
Pourruoi Robert ne
est-ce lu'il ne s'interesse pas a l'amour?

6.

Fournuoi

7.

"212'est-ce qui s'est passe en juillet?

8.

Auriez-vous fait la cour a une telle femme?

L'individuelisme figure dans ce conte.
la significence de cet individualisms.

9.

Precisez
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10. Citez des exemples de l'individualisme nui sont typiaues
de l'gg ingrat.
II. R‘pondez aux ouestions suiva2 tes en Wcrivant deux paragraphes:
1. Si vous viviez a Nanterre, serait-il possible de
devenir un artiste ou un romaniste sans perdre votre
individuelisme?
faire des ravages en France.,
2. Le conformisme se met
Est-il vriment neicessaire de garder votre individualite
ou de conformer machinalement?

3. Est-il justifiable d'eNtre artiste, litt‘rateur, au
humaniste de nos jours en France?
Repondez aux auestions suivaetes en ecrivant treis
paragni.phes:
1. Llanticonformisme est-il la pre/occupation d'un etre
raisonneur?
2. L'irdividualisme des Frsuais, neut-on le Justifier
de nos jours?

3.

Est-il justifiable dqtre un individu n'importe quoi?
Exercises de Grammeire

Explication: le style litteraire exige souvent la seconde
forme du conditiornel passe' ou le plus-gue-narfait du
subjonctif au lieu du conditionnel piss.
Par exemple: J'eus 4te

r‘es fier de

on fils. . .

Le style du langage pane reouiert le canditionnel passe
par rapport au plus-gue-perfait.
Par exemple: j'aursis ete tree fier de mon fils
s'il avait meraueun but.
I. Faites les exercises suivant en remplacant le
conlitionnel DTSS4 avec le plus-cue-parfail du subjonctif:
1. Si j'evais ou 7ue Marie Wtsit sortie, j'aureis averti
son Tari.
1
En second lieu, sa n'aureit pas etoene.

,3.

Si vous aviez relu vos noes, vous auriez su repondre
a la derniere question.
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un conseil si vous m'ave7 dem.nde

4. Je vous aur is
mon avis.

Si tu aw-is jout d'une meilleure srmte, j'aur-is ou
travailler moins.
I,
/ /
6. Ii surait ete moms desempare s'il avait ete plus
ddsinvolte.
5.

7. Si vous l'aviez rencontre et ou'il etait venu,
qu'est-ce oue vous lui auriez dit?

/

8.

Si nous eions all4 1= voir, j'aureis ete content.

9.

S'il n'ait pas plu, y'aurait ete une catastrophes

10. r aurait ete le commencement de is fin.
noter oue l'infinitif remplace le
Explication: Ii eat
de la proposltion orincipale est
sujet
le
si
subjonctif
is
subordonde.
de
prorosition
aussi celui
Admettre un Infinitif

Admettre le Sublonctif

avent de

c4.vant nue

afin de

afin rue

a mains de

a moins nue

de peur de

de 7;eur que

pour
sans oue

sans

Exemoles:
./ •
J'ai parle a Gisele avant de -Irtir.
/•
J'ai parle a Gisele av-nt oue vous ne partiez.
La premiere phrase renuiert l'infinitif parce oue le sujet
ne chsnge point alors oue la deuxi'6me phrase comprend deux
sujets: chaaue proposition a eon mgme sujet. On emploie
le<xne,) pl4onastiue avec 44avant CAle4
II. Traduisez ces phrases en francais.
dictionnaire, s'il vous plat.

Emrlovez le

Paris, I r1F_n to visit the Louvre.

1.

Before le vin

2.

For fe r of de.th, Marcel stopped smoking cigarettes.
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3.

Unless, I dress confortnbly, the weather will chill me.

4. Frerchmen seek to develop as an indenendent 1-eing without
losing anything.
5.

He wants to resist authority for fe r of losing his mind.

6.

I wish that they would arrive on time.

7.

I asked him to help us to solve this problem.

8.

Marie becme angry before I cold explain everything.
L'Individualisme
Ii n'est p2s de paradoxe plus trou'elnnt oue la vie

dans le monde ou nous vivons.

Au cours des annees precedentes,

Marie avait connu plusieurs amities infructueuses.

Malingre

et 1111 conformee, elle experimentait de profonds elans de
tendresse suivis de c-p2-ices soudains de re et de violerce.
Marie, l. disgreciee, a decide de s'etblir n'importe nuoi.
A

En mei de le meme ennee, is jeune femme bourgeoise
est escortee de Robert Bailly.
ne pourrait point r(fsister.

Marie, devoree de l'amour,

Robert et Marie, deux incurables
A

/

A
amnnts tendres, evait is meme intolerance, le meme appetit,
A
le meme inconcevable pout de s'etblir. Ile se sont merles.
/
Ainsi Marie, cette personnlite s2riruliere, une

novvel.le mentlit‘ est nee.

File devint ei)ouse de Robert,

et une femme.
Robert: Cesse ces niaiseries.
trevaires.

Je ne permets pas cue tu

Je dois vivre en te:nt nu'un homme.

C'est

moi de Fe F-ner le pain.
Marie: Je suis libre.
%
trvail)erTuiP

s.
'
J'ai aussi des cuelitd
n'importe cuoi.

Je

Je suis libre.
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Je crois cue c'est une ch,ince ehorme de vivre libere/
.
J'ai le droit d'gtre nusi heureuse ree tci.
Robert: Crois-tu ou'il eat necessaire d'avoir un emrloi, un
idt.1?

Si oui, -uel eat le tien?

Pour ce eue ça sort?

Marie: Je ne suis pas heureuse, et j'avoue avoir une situation
plus corvenable.

Ii eat imnossble d'gtre heureuse chez toi.

Jai choisi la liberte/
.

Je veux rendre confonne ma vie ,
N.

mes
Ro1Jert: Evidemment, tu ne te penses plus en termes de femme.
L'emr2oi. . . tea idees ne son t pas feciles

supporter.

Pernets-moi le t'irdieuer cuelcues difficult4's auxquelles
tu auras a faint face.
Marie: C'elt_Esel coton, je le sais. • • • Tu appreecies
lea petites corvees clue nous lea femmes ferons de Jour en
Jour.

Est-ce cue tu voudrais lea faire?

Ce sont des

responsibilltes feminines oui ne valent rien.
eat-ce tu ne me pales pas?

Fourcuoi

Probablement tu ne mEapnrecies

Das!
Robert: Calme-toi!
Marie: Moi?
femme.

Je suis toute calme.

Je serai fe-nme.

Tu as voulu cue je sois

Cessons notre guerre.

Rassure-moi.

J'en serai une. . . une femme.
Robert: jpa vi, sa vs.

Tout va trop vita dans cc monde.

resignerai comme tous lea hommes de nos jours.
Sots prudente!

Je

Bonne chance!
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Lexique
Infructueuses—adj., sans profit
De profonds elans—de l'ardeur imoetueuse
En tant nue—comme
Pour ce que ca sert?--A quoi est-ce ca Bert?
Je veux rendre ponforme ,ma vie a mes idees--je veux accorder
ma vie a mes idees.
Faire face—confronter
G'est nes coton--ce n'est pas facile.
Questionnaire

I.

Repondez en franiais aux questions ouivantes:

1.

Preclsez la personalite singuliere de Marie.
Ponrquoi est-ce qu'elle veut s'e'tablir?

3. Redigsz en des termes simples le stance de Robert
confronte par des pensees insurrectionnelles de Marie.
4. Precisez selon votre comprehension du texte
de Marie.
5.

Deduisez 19 significa-ce de la .-11berte?'1.

6.

Yourcuoi Robert resigne-t-il'?

digez une dissertation courte en fransais ou en
II. Re
'
anglais stir chacune des questions oui suiventr
1., Pourquoi les femmes refusent-elles de parler d'un
ideal?
A

Trouvez-vous que vous avez Diutot de la chance ou
de la malchnnce de vivre d'une faTln authentioue a
l'epoque actuelle? Pourquoi
Je veux rendre conformt ma vie a mes idees.
Qu'on fait des folies? Pournuoi?

3.

Est-ce
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Exercies de :3rnmmaire
Expliction: ii y a de certains verbes Qui exigent une
pr‘position lorsou'ils se suivront directement d'un
infinitif.
/
Exemple:
demande a resoudre ces problemes de math.
Ii a eu du mal a inviter sea camarndes.
Ma mere m'n aide a fnire is vnispelle.
Nous aidons a finir les devoirs.
.
.
.
eider a
continuer a
renoncer a
.
/
aptrendre a
se deci7ler a
reussir a
.
.
arriver a
s'habituer a
songer a
N

s'attendre a
.
avoir a
1/.oir eu du mal

/

hesiter a
se mettre 7L
.
parvenir a

tarder a
.
tenir a
.
travailler a

a
!

chercner a

nenser a

commencer a

se plaire a

,evoir tendance
se preparer a
consentir a
En addition, il y n des verbes ayant une peyTonne
comme complement direct qui exigent le preposition
decider ouelqu'un a

Inviter ,
ouelou'un a

encourager ouelou'un

obliger
ouelqu'un a

forcer quelql'un a
Deux verbes ay,
=nt un comn14Ment indirect sont:
apprendre a quelou'un
enaeigner a (Juelqu'un a
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Des verbes out exient<cde)>sont:
accepter de

se clacher de

offrir de

achever de

fare bien de

oublier de

s'arrfter de

essayer de

se rappeler

avoir peur de

s'etonner de

refusaer de

cesser de

eviter de

rep.retter de

choisir de

finir de

suggerer de

conseiller de

se lAter de

t. her de

se contenter de

manguer

/
telenhoner de

craindre de

menacer de

demander de

n41irrer de

A

Exemples:

II refuse de leur rendre visite.
Nons ne cessons pas de lui th‘phoner.
Je me k-ite de prendre les billets.
Offrlrez—vous de prendre ses atales.

I.

ReCrivez les phrases ci—dessoue selon l'exemple:
Exemple: s'amuser
a.
b.

faire du ski

faire du ski.
Je eamuse
Est—ce que vous vous amusez a faire du ski?

1.

apprendre a se tirer d'affaire

2.

arriver a faire le droit

4.

s'attendre a fuir lg ville conFectionnee
•
avoir cu du mal a acouerir une maison de campagne

5.

chercher a casser la croute blent8t

6.

commencer a peindre is maison

7.

avoir tenr3ance a ouvrir une bouteil e de vin la nuit

8.

consentir a fournir un plus grand effort

9.

continuer a camper

3.

A
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10. se decider a verifier les boulons
11. s'habituer %a compter sur leur aide
12• h4siter a travailler aujourd'hui
13. se mettre a penser
1%

A

14. parvenir a etre mecontent
•
15. penser a rendre conforme la vie aux idees concretes
16. se plaire a naper dans l'optimisme
17. se proarer a faire des folles
A

18. renoncer a etre croyant
19. reuesir a envoyer une lettre

2

ma mere

20. songer a perler a Paul
\

21. tenir a etre responsable de sa conduite
4.

22. travailler a satisfaire aux exigences de le vie
23. decider Mnrie a dormer re'dez-voes
24. encourager Georges a le detruire dans l'oeuf
I,
25. forcer la communaute economieue de Senegal a risouer
leurs fonds
II. Recrivez les Phrases ci-dessous selon l'exemple:
Exemple; accepter de pertir blentot
a.
b.

accepte de partir bientt.,
,
us acceptent de partir bientot.

1.

achever d'assumer les fonctions du chef-comptable

C

s'arreter de croire cue votre generation eat differente

3.

avoir peur de conraftre is situation au Quebec

4.

ceser de se chicaner

A

/1

choisir de faire le bricolage
6.

conseiller a Louise de ne pas conduire si vite

7.

se contenter de conter des balivernes
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8.

craindre de ne pas interdire aux enfants

9.

demander a Rene de ne pas

rder rancune a Eve

/ A

10.

se de pecher d'acheter un tricot

11.
12.

faire bien de se taire
A
esayer de s'arreter la course

13.

s'etonner de trouver une femme si belle

14.

eviter de perdre see petales

15.

finir d'enregistrer la naissance du bb4

16.

se hOter de vendre son velomoteur

17.

mannuer de regarder le feuilleton ce soir

18.

menacer de perdrc tout

19.

negliger de chosir un 1-,eau cadeau tour Marcel

20.

offrir le boire un verre

21.

oublier de reviser lee maths

22.

se ranpeler d'obeir aux narents

23.

refuser de me parler

24.

regretter de payer l'adlition

25.

suggerer de refugier au grand air

26.

tacher de satisfare tout le monde
/
telephoner de tailler une bavette

77.

A

III. Comrletez les phrases auivantes en uti1isant 4RaX>ou
4cde,se1on le verbe.
Nous presentons un autre moclIQ.e aui a du mal
1.
‘cl-,ircir Is significance du crobleme.
2.
JY.nprendrai
trouverons un professeur.

A

frngas aussitot

nous

A

recueillir lee sonlarss.

3.

Je me deneche

4.

Jean et Robert reusissent

5.

Tu oublies

manger plus rue moi.

contribuer ta Txtrt.
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b.

us s'attendront

7.

."!Lenbeth
evite

8.

Jear refuse

q.

Tu tP rrepares

10.

Rene avait peur

nrendre son iorti.
acheter trop.
fr,?-ichir le dernier pas.
alien

Paris en avion.

recourir a un terme anglais.

L'Intellectualite et La lieligion
Ce mo de desaxe, riche en n.-rile n'accueille oue
l'homme Luersensible et rr-lsonneur.

Tres impulsif,

Chr‘tien fait pertie de ce drame trouble et violent.
Soucieux de ne pas derane:er lee esprits fortement installe
dPns leure certitudes chrttiennes, 11 voudrait savor
1 1‘c1aircissement entre deux 4les: le 7onde Philistine
et le no (ie religieux.
Cretien h-te en ville, rue de lp Gr:.-re.

Les

quais, la saison de s‘cheresse, l'austerit4 est dr8lement
there.
valeur.

Das une telle ville, on prit conscience de se

Chr4tien, ppruyant cur le fPuteuil de son Ernd-

rere, contemple lee appels de lR chair et lee imperatifs
le la vie sous le bon Dieu: une tension douloureuse.

Est-

ii permis d'adorer lee ohoses tangibles d'une femme
voluptueuse, oubliant done see obligations religieuses?
II voul- it deven 4 r cure de cette vine mais see etudes au
/
seminaire ne suffit pas. Ti desire la securite tallacieuse
e
du peche, une securite en pleine chair.

Le jeune Chr‘tien

voit, autour de lui, se prefcrmer les li:rles des deux
univers ezltre lesr',uels son existence d'homme apearalt
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oes 271is se sont d‘j;1 maries, ils se

nechiree.

jouissent de cette vie ideale qui provient du mariage.

Far

contre, Chr‘tien apervit de savoir cue le bon Dieu lee
soigrera admirablement s'ils seront prudents.
Chretien, forme aux disciplines du catholicisme
des l'enfance et i3811 d'une famine reactionnaire et puritaine,
re pouvait pas concevoir oue la vie d'un cure.

FZ-ee Simon

lui etait vedette; tout ce ou'il lui dit etait beatement
acseepte.

A proprement parler, le vieux cure avait nueloues

faiblesses hirnaines, la boisson alcoolisee et la rastronomie.
•
Cette figure etrange de mystere, bavardant comme une pie,
l'avait inculnue

cue la vie relirieuse est la terre promise

pour tout :;.eune homme itelligent.

Au cours d'une sAnce

a la c - thedrale, Pere Simon lui montr , les T:etites relinues
de as religion, lea yeux tendus vers le ciel.

ChrAier

restait trannuillement debout, contemplant le t‘moin
Pere Simon lui exolicua

sublime et exalte de see histoires.

accessoirement is route a_e_S-'aLts des damns regionaux.
Chr4tien ne puvait pas se covaircre cue ces maudits ne
A

furent point aussi maudits -ue lui-meme.

be cet entretien

resulta le probleme: voudraYt-l1 mener une vie totalement
religieuse ou bier celle d'un home ordinaire.

S'il

pouvait tendre vers la stature du surhomme rolizieux,
satisferait-ii a see ambitions sans mesure?
vie d'un homme ordinaire est pareil
A

Est-ce nu e la

une exp‘rience

Ure chose est sure, en tout cas, l'adolescence
S.
/
est orageuse; c'est-a-dire, 11 faut se decider lentement.
luciferienne?
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Lexicue
Hypersensible--adj., tres sensible
celui qui raisonne

Raisonneur--dj.,

l'explication
DrOlement--adj., d'une fa5on bizarre
On prit consciece de sa Ivleur--on rend compte de sa
Les appels--n.m., action de corvocuer
Fallacleuse--ad., trompeuse
i provient--oui r‘sulte
Issu d'une

d'une

Beatement--adv., d'une. facon clme et sans incuietude
Bavardant come une pie--parlant trop
inculauer--v.tr., imprimer une chose dans l'esprit de
quelcu'un
Au co.,2rs d'une s‘ance--pendant une stance
Le temoin--ate ou personne oui en assiste une autre dans un
acte
Acces -oirement--adv., en addition, de plus
Nefaste--adj., fatal, funebre
Get entretien--n.m., cette conversation
r.:Alestionnaire

I.

RE(pondez aux cuestions suiv5::nteo en frnsais:

pu'habite
Decrive7 ce
mode de:saxe, riche en peril
1.
Chre/tien selon votre interpretation du premier pararmaphe.
Le prenomaChretien,10est-ce cu'il y a deux significa2.
tions de ce mot? Exp1icue7-1e.
Les imperatifs de 1.,1 vie presentent deux modallt‘s de
vie. Expliouez le probleme le Onr‘tien envers ce dedo,Alement.

3.
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A

•

4.
2uel est le role du Fere ::31mon? Est-ce au'il complieue
ce vecillement de sentiments edolescents?
Si vous etiez Chretien, vu nue l'on,
,accepte 1 vie
5.
religieuse plus facilement en France spres l'avoir bien
etudiee, seriez-vous aussi transfixe
'
per lee relioues d'une
ceth4drale?
Citez des exemples de cet intellectualite neissant
6.
d'un jeune Franjais.
II. Ripondez aux questions suivents en ecrivant un
Paragrephe en frencais:
Le tebac tue chaeue armee plus
pens nue lee
accidents de la route en France./ D'une feson intellectuelle,
en d'autres termes, eseayez de defendre lee droits des
non-fumeurs.

1.

2.
La peine de mort--pourouoi?
is peine de mort?

Etes-vous pour ou contre

Exercises de Grammaire
On sait nue le pesse'se preSente en frengaes sous
- iffereretes et peu interchangetrois formes essentiellen;ent '
ables. L'imparfeit rerresente lee gVenevets passe's aui se
decrivent circonstanciellement. Le passe composer marelif
l'Ar4nement accompli, achev, mais qui influence le present.
Le passe simple est le temps historioue, avant tout, lee
recits des hlstoriens. En ce oui concerne le conversation,
le passe simple s'emploi?e de moms en moms, remplace
fre'cuemment par le passe compose. De nos jours l'usage
du passd simple versus le passe compose etablit la
distinction entre is langue crite et le lengue pariee.
Formes du Fasse Simple
ler Groupe

e
e
2 et 3 Groupe

Je chantai

Je finis

Tu chantas

Tu finis

I1 chants

ii finit
A

Nous chentames

Nous finlmes

A
VOUS chantates

Vous finItes

Ils chentrent

Tie finirent
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1. Dans les phrases suivantes, employez le temps du passe
out convient le mieux 911 sens de la phrase.
A
Je
1. etre
(.
vous m'avez telernon(

en train d'eftudier quand

Je

de dormir auand ii entrait.

3. faire

11

chaud hier soir.

4. decouvrir
en 1492.

Christophe Colomb

5. mourir

Louis XIV

6. partir

Des au'il eut prononce son discours, 11

essayer

l'Ameisiaue
en 1715.

Des,avantages aussi precieux
7. inciter
beaucoup d'inventions a chercher des solutions au probl?me.
Le car

8. ascriter
boueuse.

l'eau jussu'El la rendre

Le Realisme et La Famille
A seize an, Henri Quenille est en train d'entrer
dans la vie active.

Male, plus difficile encore est le

problme aui se pcsel lui.

A suoi s'intiresse—t—il?

Quand son Tere etait universitaire, il Be DEssionnait
/A
pour le theatre: il a loue en province. Au temps des
vscances, son pre et lui parcourent la Frsnce riour
A
outer is theatre du Midi. Au soars de sea 10r1MfS
randonnees, il a noue bien des amities durables.
Sa mere svit derriere el e plus de trois siecles
d'histoire.

On parent fut marechal, un autre candidat

a la mairie de Paris; son grand—pore resut le prix
Nobel de physisue.
pour Henri.

Evidemment elle avait des projets

Elle avait icrit un roman bien populaire

inspire par sa vie parmi l'elite de la France; elle
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voulait au'il fut romaniste, rien de plus aise.
Un Jour, au cours d'une promenade, le jeune Henri
a enrouve un choc.

N

Ii pensait a la le.Fon d'histoire qui

revelait nue les fonctionnaires incarnerent l'Etat lors
de Napoleon I er• Il se disait:<je voudrais devenir haut
fonctionnaire, peut-gtre un mandarin. Je suis armei
/
jusau'aux dents de parents celebres. Ii sera bien facile
a le faire.

J'aurai un bureau de grand standing etant

donne ma capacite intellectuelle sunerieure.

Je cherche

realiser de grandes choses• • • de grande envergure
•

. gigantesaue. . .enorme mgme,:>>
De's l'abord Henri croyait gtre responsable de

choisir parmi les professions de la haute bourgeoisie:
les lettres, l'administration civile, ou le commerce.
La bonne soci‘t‘ exigea depuis longtemps eue le fils
d'une<grosse legume>avait une obligation a perpetuer
la renomm.4.de la famine, aon authorit‘ her4ditaire, sa
continuation de tradition.

Ii assistera a l'universite

et l'Ecole national d'administrntion.

Pourvu d'une

profonde ‘ducation, solidement pr4a/4 en administration,
ii deviendra haut fonctionnaire a Paris.
Iexiaue
Au cours de see longues randonneesa-durant des longs
voyae-es
Mandarin--n.m., le mot suggere le fonctionnaire issu
de riches famil es industrielles ou des
professions liberales.
Je suis armg jusau'aux Cents--je suis tout Cr'.
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Un bureau de rrand standing--un grand bureau important
De grende enverFure--de Frande puissance
Grosse lerume--n.f., un homme riche de rrende puissance
Questionnaire
I.

/
Repondez aux auestions suivantes en franiais:
A

/

L'age de seize ins repreaente un peirriode criticue
1.
pour Henri. Pourouoi?
2.

Qu i est-ce cu'on imagine nue soit l'emploi du Dere?

3.

A puoi sert le thegtre pour le pere d'Henri?

4.

Pr4cisez l'attitude de la Are eevers le fils.

/

Precisez lea esperances ie le bonne societe pour
leurs enfants.

5.

Repondez aux auestions suivntes en redireant un
paragrapher
Racontez un de yes chateaux en Espagne.
1.
des avantages et des dangers du Ave.

Citez

2.
Le manque de mobilite sociale est-il un danger a la
France de nos lours?
Justi.fiez la permanence de 17, haute bourgeoisie
3.
et de l'ancienne noblesse en France.
Est-il fante;pnue et capricieux de respecter les
4.
droits des minorites riches?

Si vous etiez Fran5ais, refuserez-vous de pereetuer
la condition sociale de la faille?

5.

Est-ce cue lee conditions socieles se perDetuent6.
elles?
Exercises de Grammetire
Phrases Conditionnelles avec Si
Explicetion: Le conditionnel s'emploie dans)Ine phrase /
conditionnelle pour exprimer lee possibilites ou l'irreelite
au prisent ou au passe:
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Exemples:
Si j'ai de l'argent, je voyagerei
S'il faisait beau temps, j'irais 'fire une excursion.
S'il pleuvait a present, je n'eurais pas --a sortir.
Si la route est en reparation, nous perdrons une
bonne heure.
Ce schema illustre Pemploi des phrases conditionnellcs:
present = futur simple

a. Si

Si j'ai de l'argent, je voyagerai.
b. Si + imparfait = conditionnel
Si j'avais de l'argent, je voyagernis.
c. Si

4-

plus—que—parfait = conditionnel passe

Si j'avais eu de l'argent, j'aurais voyage.
I.
Construire trois Pilrases conditionnelles avec(iD>
et lea expressions indiauees, imitant l'exemple.
Exemple:

avoir de l'argent; payer lee impcits.

a.

S'4.1 a de l'argent, ii paierai lea impSts.

b.

S'il avait de l'argent, 11 paiereit le s imr.C3ts.

c.

S'il aveit eu de l'argent, ii aurait page lea
impats.

1.

pleuvoir; rester chez lui

•;)

entendre un

3.

relire les notes: ie'tre re,cu

4.

savoir ou aller; voyager a moto

eau concert; quitter l'4'coute
l'examen

etre desinvoi.e: vous accompagner en taxi
6.

avoir feim; feire is vaisselle avant de manger

7.

no pas telephoner; frire une lettre

8.

vivre a Paris; ne TrAs risauer de visiter lea egouts

9.

rire de see efforts: d‘courager la gosse

e ••

10.

inviter a

11.

A
etre paresseux; rater son train

12.
13.

inaugurer son systeme draw.tiaue; e/chouer mod‘r‘ment
/
/•
composer encore deux tragedies; devenir celebre

14.

faire des etudes; avoir beau veneer aux feuilletons

15.
16.

frequenter les bistrots; perdre beaucoun de temps
,
se reconcllier avec Marie; se passer de w3.cances

17.

A
e .re en retard; etre reduit au chomage

18.

s'occuper de son auto; passer les vacances au Canda

19.

sarcharwer le camion: ne pas marcher

20.

collaborer
avec is romoniste: pouvoir finir les
,
memoires

21.

vagabonder comme5p; devenir un voyou

22.

ne pas fire attention: refuser de s'endormir

23.

avoir sommeil; se faire mal

24.

faire du ski; casser une jimbe

25.

nr‘fSrer sortir tout seul; /etre prudent

6.

A,

j_ner ce soir: me rendre un 4
- ervice

A

douter de la sincrit‘; te le dire

27.

acheter un excellent fusil; engloutir toutes ses
epargnes

28.

descendre en ville; fire des a hats

29.

faire une promenade; passer en trombe

30.

nager dans l'optimisme; faire des folies

Construire deux phrases con3itionnelles, en imitant
l'exempIe.
Exemple:

Je vous le dirai si j'ai le temps.

a.

Je vous le dirais si j'avais le temps.

b.

Je vous l'aurais alt Si j'svais eu le temps.
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1.

Je vous eeriral si je ne viens loss.

2.

Tu auras raison si tu refuses.

3.

Nous ferons une promenade s'il ne pleut pas.

4.

Ile auront raison ens acceptent.

5.

Vous recevrez de mes nouvelles si vous m'en envoye7.
Le Rtlisme et La Famine
Ma famine est origin ire de Villeneuve.

Petite ville sui resl?pauvre et indiscrete.

C'est cette

La msison dPs

grand—parents, les petits boutiquiers sans pr‘tention, et
le temperament sans prestige traditionnel existent ici
/
co'te des grandes villes come Paris, Roues. En 1975, wort
..
oien peu d'intervalle, de celle
de mon pre, suivie,
ie ma mere, Je suis seul.
Un Jour d'hiver, comme je rentrais a Ia ferme, ma
tante, voyant cue j'avsis des ennuis, me proposa de
devenir fermier.

Je refusal, it, je ne sais pournuoi.

Tout le travail de l'analyste, depuis le choc premier,
reconnatt d'un tel uhenomene: combien d'autres, mains
sensibles cue moi, moms conscients suss' de leur pouvoir
a s'elever vers 7.1eloue chose de plus supe'rieure.

Je

riP

devtendrai z4Imais fermier comme mes parents: vsnite de
l'intel:isence, 5a ce n'est rien a voir avec ms prise de
conscience.

Je suts l'homme

ui n'a pas perdu l'essoir

telolir des Dents entre le reve et is realite. Notre
/
.
generation differe de la generation nrecedente: c'est nne
/
epocue a in fois de passion et d'angoisse. L'elevation du

di
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niveau le vie en prticulier, 19 lucidite des jeunes,
defaite du conformisme des esclaves.
Lexioue
houtiouiers--n.m., petits marchands
A bien peu d'in1ervalles--bient8It
Etablir des ponts--fonder des liaisons
Questionnaire
R4ordez aux cuestions suivantes en frarsais:

I.

Quels mots de ce recit font ressortir is banalite
1.
de l'existence compagnarde?
Pourquoi est-ce cue voas croyez cue is tante insiste
?.
A ce ?tie le jcue homme devienne fermier?
Frecisez cette attitude de r‘Volte de cet
3.
adolescent.
Les d‘sirs des parents sont-ils toujours traditionnels?

4.

Dolt-on rester ferme en ce Qui concerne is
desire! personnels?
Ecrivez un paragraphe coh‘rent cur trois des
auestions suivantes:
L'unite familiale est-ce cu'elle dolt ainsi se
1.
elle-mgme?
suffire
Les v-geurs de necessite economiaues est-ce ou'elles
2.
dominent is vie d'un individu?
A

3.
4.
9'

1,,

idIPt

3ert d'etudier is familie moderne?
i-ce Que le
foncierement?

exige que la famil]e

5.
'ee/

/
Le desir de transmettre/,•lee biens de reneration en
est-il une cause cl.eevre?

6.

Analysez l'acception

ia famille souche*.
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Exercises de Grammaire
Explication: Quand l'adjectif employe comme superlatif
reletif eat de ceux nui se oettent ordineirement avant le
nom, on le met avant ou aeres:
Par exemple: la plus belle ville; la ville is plus
belle
Quand deux adjectifs unis par une eonjonction sont de
ceux qui peuvent se mettre l'un et l'autre avent le,
substantif, on peut lea y leisser ou lea mettre apres:
Par exemple: le beau et grand succes; 2e succes
beau et grand
Quand les deux adjectifs ne eont pas unis par une conjoncti.on, checun prend la place aui lui convient.
Par exemple: la belle femme espagnole
Ii est‘a noter que ces adjectifs suivent ou precedent
le substantif selon le sens de l'adjectif:
Devant

Apres
.....--.

Ancien

D'autrefois

Vieux

Breve

Estimable

Courageux

Certain

Feletif

Assure

Curieux

Etrange

CUi veux tout sevoir

Grand

Exceptionnel

De haute taille

Maigre
/
Mechant

Peu abondant

Mince

Peu de valeur

Mordant

Pauvre

''.ui inspire
pitii.

Qui n'eet pas riche

/
Sacre

Maudit

/ „
Venerable

Seul

Uri

/
Qui n'est pRs merle

.AdJectif

I.

Traduisez en frangais:

1.

Francis the First h-d the greatest ambitions.

2.

It was a little isolated city near Paris.
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All the backbreaking, ridiculous work was omitted.

3.

4.
Soon, pE,radoxical and ambiguous words spread throughout the languare.
5.
Patriarchal and matriarchal familles are common to
both Peoples.
Dane lee phrases suiventes, indiauez la place de
l'adjectif ecrit en tke de chaque rroupe et aui modif1era
le substantif soulign4.
Ancien
1.

Mon ami sans famine n'a

2.

Marcel est un hoe aui se cantente d'un strapontin.

1.

Ce Roland vecut sans -leur.

2.

Marcel, c'est un home.

Uere gagner du terrain.

Brave

Quel camarade!

Certain
1.

A
Des usines les ont reduits an chomage.

2.

C'est un fait que Marie telephoner& bient8t.

Curieux
Un pers9nnare nous a vole tous.
Les eleves iniuFtrieux sont taujours des
personnares.
Gr9.nd
1.

Le Charles s'efforpa de formuler la force de
frappe.

2.

Get immeuble n'a p-s de course pour lee motos.

1.

Ce repas n'a pas gueri ma faim de loup.

2.

Mon fils a une voix de fausset.

1,

Le bounuin de Montherlant m'agace.

Maigre

M‘nhant
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tu es un ge.r on je te ferai une fessee.
Pauvre
1.

Ce chien est susceptible de toute maladie.

2.

AussitSt gue les fetes seroat terminees, je
serai un homme.

L.

Cette bagnole ne m:-rche

6..

es le lundi.
Les vases de l'e/glise sont Aale/

1•

Deeuis que je suis un homme, je fais tout ce
cue je veux.

Z.

Un achaland est entre au magasin.

Sacr.t
D'S

aujourd'hui.

.9eul

La Justice et La PAtrie
Le proces de cours d'assises vient de se terminer.
En leur gme et conscience, l'accus‘ est coupable du crime
selon

les juges.

Des personnalites, dont les opinions

sont tout ausei respectables, les tines cue les autres
ont prononc4f ie verdict scion le doge saugrenu de la
%

A

'a avoir Ic tete tranchee
'est coadamnr.;
justice: l'accuse
\

a une date fixee.

Personne re trouve nul vice de forme

dans le Proces; la fine fleur de la magistrature debout
n'est point necessaire.

La Justice soit faite.

La

A l'aube du matin, dane la
e
courette de la prison, le condamne sera execute.

Patrie aura as vengeance.

Kevin, reporter, croit alors cue le justice y est
144rement rendue: Maurice Dupont, quolou'il militgt de
toutes

lesj•orces en sa faveur, ce n'est

uere un jury
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//
qui fait executer les directives, mais les mandarins de
justice frangaise. Ii est certain nu'un bref examen du
•
proces, une This effectuee, deCouvrait un vice de forme.
Tout le monde sait cue la maristr-,ture n'est cue des
fonctionnaires denoues de tout critere velable.
Justice soit faite?

Que la

A prorrement parler, is loi inhumaine

snit faite pour la Patrie?
Lexinue
Le dogme sauprenu--la doctrine bizarre
La fine fleur de la ma.eistrture debout--l'elite des juges
A

Ii militat de toutes :es forces en sa faveur--il se serait
reVolte'.
Tout critere Nealable--tout moyen de discernement
Questionnaire
I.

Repondez aux auestions suivmtes:

1.

Etes-vous pour ou centre la peine de mort?

2.
Le jury des pairs alsrlo-saxon eat-il mieux nu P
le jury franilais?

e

Dana to9t code judlciaire est-ce ou'iI repne une
3.
forte ineg ,lite?
4. , Les fonctionnaires de justice du cadre n:-ational
representent la centralisation pouvermentale de la France?
5.

Est-ce cue In justice administrative eat oririnale?
/

6.
Resumez d'une fafon generale les caracteristinues
principales du jury frarsais et du jury anrlo-saxon.
Ecrivez un paragraphe sur trois des ouestions
suivantes.
1.

Defendez la peine de mort.
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Militez contre is Peine de mort.
societe, ,
doit-elle alors entretenir dans see
La
3.
prisons tout crj.minel pour le rehabiliter?

2.

Est-il possib12 d'eVoluer un systeme judiciaire plus
4.
efficace?
Le Yatrie, en ce moment, rrescrit sosvent un
5.
restant barbare de is loi du Tallion: e3t-il juste de
tuer afin de defenare la societe7
Summative Evaluation
The evaluative design is extremely important end
constitutes the real exploratory and investigative task of
all instructors.

Any instructor should be able to justify

his curriculum after the implementaticnal phase.

The

results determine if new approaches need to be refashioned,

If the instructor ilas reached his objective in an admirable
way.

The following posttest will serve as the summation

of the data provided on affective French values through
literature:
Repondez en francais ou en anglais aux auestions suivantes.
Emplcyez le dictionnaire s'il vous plsit.
Est-il plus valable de rester individualiste
1.
lorsaue l'on se confronts des personnes dont les 'fade;
font des rsvages?
Citez des textes de is litterature francaise jUi
2.
illustrent aue tout Francais d'une facon gentirale est
individualiste.
Srecisez l'individualisme de Hobert dans
sremier cone.
..
Si vous etiez destine a lA vie raligieuse, est-il
4.
possible de nier l'existenoe du monde seculaire et toutes
ces tentations?

3.

Expliauez lea modalites de l'intellectaalite d'un
5.
adolescent.
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/
La vie en c,ampagne et voue aux giionies en France?
/
Le desir de transmettre les biens de generation en
7.
-eberetion eat—il une cause celebre?

6.

Rat—ce cue la justice administrptive est—elle
originale en France?

P.

9.
10.

Defendez la Fatrie versus l'individu.
Expliquez pourcuoi 11 y a

it de riallSeLl en France?
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